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The Chantilly porcelain factory in 1730 
Cicairc Cirou was bom on 29 April 1700 at Buzancy 
in the Ardennes region, thirty kilometers south of 
Charleville-Mezicres. His parents were Mathurin 
Cirou, of Nevers, a conunis aux aides, and Antoinette 
Dedouville. No information has yet surfaced 
concerning his youth and artistic education. By 1723 
he was a pcintrc cn porcelaine and had been living at 
Saint-Cloud for several years. His father died that 
year on 18 April, a greffier an baillagc de Nevers, then 
residing at Dampierre in the diocese of Auxerre, 
where Cicairc may have spent part of his youth. 
After her husband’s death, his mother went to live in 
the St. Sulpicc parish of Paris. Still in 1723, on 24 
August, Cirou married Anne Hcnriettc Carrel, 
daughter of the local lieutenant de la Prevote. Through 
his family, and particularly his wife’s, Cirou 
belonged to that middle class of citizens holding 
public offices and positions. One of his new 
brothers-in-law was conseiller, lecteur, profcsscur royal et 
doctcur cn incdccine de la Facultc de Paris. The other 
was an cx-conscillcr du Roi, and conseiller des rentes de 
l’Hotel de Ville dc Paris.

In 1723, to be a porcelain painter at St.-Cloud 
must have meant working at the famous faience and 
porcelain factory of the Chicancau Trou family. 
How did they, or more precisely Henri II Trou, the 
heir and owner of the factory founded about fifty 
years earlier by Pierre Chicancau, come to meet and 
hire Cirou? This remains to be established, although 
their common Nevers origins might have brought 
about their acquaintance (Henri II Trou’ father was 
from Nevers, and he himself had trained there as a 
faience-maker from 1700 to 1704). In December 
1728, Cicaire Cirou now a pcintrc cn fayancc was 
living on the rue dc la Chaise, in the St. Sulpicc 
parish of Paris. Although he had obviously left St.- 
Cloud, it seems likely that he was then working at 
that factory’s Paris offshoot, in the faubourg St. 
Honorc. He must have kept close tics with St.- 
Cloud because he had accepted, also in December
1728, to be godfather to a child bom there, and 
named Cicairc. He also attended the christening of 
his natural daughter, Fran^oise Nicollc, in January
1729. '

Figure 1 Leopard. Length: 14.6 cm. c.1740. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York.

On 30 March 1730, and again on November 15 of 
the same year, Louis Henry, due de Bourbon, 
officially granted Cicairc Cirou permission to set up 
in Chantilly, although only by verbal agreement,2 
allocating him land for the establishment of a porce
lain factory, on the edge of his estate, by the river 
Nonettc. As from 1734, the Chantilly parish registers 
mention Cirou regularly, and in them he is always 
referred to as 4maitre de la Manufacture de porcelaine’. 
After the death of his first wife, A. H. Carrel, 
probably in Paris between 1725 and 1730, he 
married again, this time Marie Jeanne Ursule Pollay, 
the daughter of a tradeswoman. On 8 March 1740 
she gave birth to a son, Cicaire, followed one year 
later by a daughter, Marie Anne, whose godfather 
was Jacques Poisson, the ‘moulcur’ of the factory.3

Did the death of of the due dc Bourbon, on 27 
January 1740 at Chantilly,4 and that of his second 
wife, the princcssc Caroline dc Hesse Rhinfclds, the 
following year,5 slow down the activities of the 
factory? Probably not, as the letters patent granted by 
Louis XV to C. Cirou in 1735 allowed him to 
manufacture porcelain in the Japanese style and 
assured him freedom in its production for some 
twenty years, both for French and possibly foreign 
patrons.'1 Cirou therefore appeared not only
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protected from outside competition, but also 
enjoyed the goodwill of the relevant royal and 
princely authorities. He had been trained at the St.- 
Cloud factory, and probably also in the Faubourg St. 
Honore in Paris, where he certainly had met some of 
the men seeking to penetrate the secret of porcelain 
making.7 Nevertheless, was he aware that one 
Francois Barbin was well on the road to success at 
Villeroy, under the protection of the Duke of 
Villeroy? How could he have imagined that Claude

Claude Humbert Gcrin
Claude Humbert Gerin was the son of Antoine 
Gerin and Theresc Frcinc or Frcinct, of the parish of 
Neuvillc, in the diocese of Lyon. The civil records 
later call him on occasions ‘Gcrin le bressan that is, 
originating from the Bresse region of Burgundy, the 
governor of which was precisely the due dc 
Bourbon. The first document attesting his presence 
at Chantilly dates from 20 January 1733, when he 
married, at the age of 28, Marie Anne Pelletier. 
Their daughter’s birth certificate describes her father 
as a carpenter, and no other reference to his occupa
tion is given in the parish records, during his decade 
spent at Chantilly.8 No document tells us whether 
Gcrin had any activity at the porcelain factory. He 
certainly had close tics with several workmen: the 
moulder Jacques Poisson was his second son’s godfa
ther, while the faience maker Robert Dubois had 
been a witness at his wedding and was chosen as 
godfather to his third child, succeeded by Gilles 
Dubois for the fourth child. Finally, the turner 
Michel Gabin married his wife’s sister.9

Marie Anne Pelletier died on 13 March 1738,10 
and the carpenter Claude Humbert Gcrin then 
decided to leave Chantilly. Indeed */•••/ lad. femme 
Gain cstant decedce and. Chantilly led. Gcrin son mary 
se serait depths transportc a Vincennes pres Paris ct aurait 
emportc avee luy la totalite de ses effets [*.■]'" His 
presence at Vincennes was confirmed on 11 
December 1741, when he was condemned to pay 
431 livres of debts, together with his partner Gillcs 
Dubois.12 Later he reappeared at Chantilly where on 
30 March 1743 he was appointed his three children’s 
guardian.13 The following 30 July, Gerin obtained a 
royal privilege for having discovered the secret of 
*jfayancc a Vimitation d’Angletcnc, and he settled on 
the rue dc Charenton, in Paris.'4 However that did 
not stop the Vincennes tribunal from summoning on 
23 September Ue S' Claude Humbert Gerin ouvricr 
fayancier dem[curant] cy-devant an cliastcau de Vincennes 
ct a present an faubourg S' Antoine' to make him pay 
his debts.15

On 19 September 1745, a few weeks after the 
king had granted a privilege to the figure-head 
Charles Adam for the establishment of a porcelain 
factor)’ at Vincennes, Gerin gave up his share in the 
first company he had set up with the Dubois 
brothers. In exchange, the latter made over to him 
their rights in the rue de Charenton undertaking. In 
addition both parties wrote off each other’s debts 
‘venues ct d venir to the amount of 3,500 livres.16The 
following year Gerin sold all his shares to one of his 
partners, the faience-maker E. Serruricr, for the sum 
of 20,000 limes, of which 4,000 livrcs were in cash, 
while the rest was in the form of a perpetual annuity 
of 800 livres a year.'7 This was probably the first time

Figure 2 Ewer and basin.
Height of ewer: 19 cm. Length of basin: 28 cm. c. 17-10. 
Musec Condc, Chantilly

Humbert Gerin, as well as Gilles and Robert 
Dubois, soon to work with him at Chantilly, would 
leave him to start another venture, ultimately leading 
to the creation of the famous Vincenncs-Sevres
factor)’?

In fact Cirou had misjudged the consequences of a 
certain lack of otFicial protection after the duke’s 
death. Young Louis-Joseph de Bourbon was only 
four years old when his father died, and his uncle 
and guardian, the comte de Charolais, was to admin
ister his nephew’s patrimony tightly, without giving 
the arts any dynamic help or encouragement. 
Another factor would be quite crucial: the ever more 
powerful royal entourage soon started to invest in 
the success of porcelain, and was eventually to curb 
the creative drive of Chantilly. Unaware of these 
prospects, Cirou settled in Chantilly in the early 
1730s, and gathered immediately around him a 
number of workmen. For reasons we will try and 
explain later, four of them left Chantilly around 
1740, as the factor)’ was in full expansion. They 

Claude Humbert Gerin, Robert et Gilleswere
Dubois, and Louis Francois Gravant, and were to 
leave their mark on the history of French porcelain.
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that Germ was assured of a regular income for life, 
and it may have been one of the reasons behind his 
return to Vincennes. He died there on 5 April 1751, 
around eleven thirty in the evening ‘employe a la 
manufacture dc porcelainc du chateau royal [...] y demeu- 
rant [...] dans la tour du roi\ The seals were affixed to 
his belongings, notably a sideboard containing 
4environ 30 pieces dc terre d’Anglctcrrc, cn plats, assiettes 
ct autrcs,.'a

The clearing and sharing of his estate secured for 
Guillaume and Jacques (his two sons from the first 
marriage) the sum of 4,000 livres from the deal with 
Serruricr.,v At the same time, Cicaire Cirou ‘Seigneur 
de Rieux, niaitre dc la manufacture royalc de porcelaine 
ctablie a Chantilly y demfeurant] ordinairemenf 
contracted by deeds to give the Gcrin minors, in 
exchange for that sum, a perpetual annuity of 220 
livres. To that purpose Cicaire Cirou gave as surety 
his estate at Rieux, ‘situce pres de la riviere d’Oisc sur 
Crcil' ** These details prove that Cirou and Gcrin had 
remained on very good terms.

Figure 3 Cabaret, c.1740. Muscc Conde, Chantilly.

Robert Dubois is called a fayancier. As we saw 
earlier, it was at that time that he established close 
tics with C. H. Gcrin. Then on 14 May 1736 he 
married Therese Poulct, in the presence of friends 
and relations, including his brother Gilles, by three 
years his junior.22

Born in 1712 at Bcssancourt also, Gillcs Dubois 
had, according to himself, been trained as a faience- 
maker in the faubourg St. Antoine before joining his 
elder brother at Chantilly. He appears in the parish 
registers up until 11 November 1739 with the title 
‘peintre de la manufacture'.22 It is in all likelihood 
shortly after that date that Gilles Dubois left C. 
Cirou’s factory to start, with his brother Robert and 
their friend Claude Humbert Gerin, a new porcelain 
making venture at Vincennes, within the walls of the 
royal castle, where the two brothers had their 
residence by September 1740.24 Subsequently badly 
in debt and pursued by their creditors, and also 
excluded from the Vincennes royal privilege, Gillcs 
and Robert Dubois took to flight. On 13 June 1747 
the widow Girard, living in the Basse Cour dc 
Vincennes obtained a court order to open a room 
she had been letting for two years to the ‘nomine 
Dubois ct sa femme', who had left leaving the room 
locked. Her tenants ‘absents depuis plus de deux mois' 
were no longer paying their rent. The seals were 
affixed, in particular to 'line statue equestre sur son 
marchcpied Ic tout cn platrc'.2s Then on 6 November 
1747, an inventory was drawn up of the effects of 
Gilles Dubois, absent from his residence for eight 
months, at the request of his creditors. In a chest of

Robert and Gilles Dubois
Robert Dubois, the son of vine-growers, was 
baptised on 8 September 1709 in the parish of 
Bcssancourt, near the town of Pontoisc, in what is 
now called Val d’Oise.21 Nothing is known of the 
first twenty years of his life, and it is possible that he 
came to Chantilly attracted like many others by the 
vast building-site that must have been the estate of 
the due dc Bourbon, who was constantly building, 
enlarging and altering his chateau. On 16 October 
1732, two years after the inception of the factory,
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mentioned, such as the Bullidons, masons, the 
Parpettes, carpenters, and the Chulots, grocers, 
whose names will reappear at Vincennes. With the 
more or less direct collaboration of these various 
characters Cirou was able to offer, for about twenty 
years, a kind of porcelain intended to please the most 
demanding clients, and quickly, collections were 
formed.

drawers were found ‘plusicurs paquets dc terre dc 
coulcurs servant a la poifcssion dud. Dubois [...], quclques 
Jlcurs blanches fa(on dc porcclaine du travail dudit Dubois, 
un niveau a can dc cuivrc, tin dcmi-ccrcle dc parcille 
matiere, quclques inorccaux dc pate a ouvrage, quclqtics 
moullcs cn plat re ct quclqucs vieux livres a V usage dud. 
dubois 26

After stays at Valenciennes, St.-Amand and 
Toumai, the Dubois brothers’ return to France was 
again marred by trouble with the police. What 
happened to Gillcs is not known. As for Robert, he 
had married again at Valenciennes (his second wife 
was Marie Josephe Cerisicr), and in 1758 he was re
engaged at the Chantilly factory, only to die on 29 
March the following year.27 He left four children, 
two girls and two boys, from his two marriages. In 
1777 his elder daughter, wife of Charles Antheaumc, 
was in charge of the famous Chantilly lace under
taking, and in 1780 the two sisters, Marie Marguerite 
and Marie Elisabeth, asked a notairc to record 
officially that their elder brother had been absent for 
several years, and to draw up their second brother’s 
post-mortem inventory.2"

The princely collections of the Bourbon Conde 
family in 1740
The first serious patron to have introduced Chantilly 
porcelain into his collections of art objects seems to 
have been Louis Henry dc Bourbon, seventh prince 
dc Condc. In the Condc line, the taste for porcelain 
was a tradition, and Louis Henry, who inherited the 
family Oriental collections, displayed an undeniable 
passion for it. Moreover he probably had large 
quantities of porcelain shipped from the Orient, 
which he chose carefully, and which he then had 
embellished with sumptuous ormolu mounts, as his 
post-mortem inventory taken on 17 February 1740 
clearly shows3'. However the prince was not the 
only real amateur: the inventory drawn up on 23 
march 1720, upon the death of his first wife and 
cousin, Marie Anne de Bourbon Conti,34 as well as 
the sharing in 1725 of the collections of his grand
mother, the princesse Anne Palatine de Baviere,35 
show unequivocably that the princesses of the house 
of Conde were also much interested in porcelain. 
Furthermore, the inventory of the collections of 
Caroline de Hesse Rhinfelds, Louis Henry’s second 
wife (dated 28 June 1741), reveals that she too had 
shared this passion to a large extent.36

Nonetheless, the above princesses do not appear to 
have had rooms ever fitted up specifically for the 
display of porcelain, as was the case in England or 
Germany. Their collector’s pieces were distributed 
throughout their apartments, harmoniously mixed in 
with other small decorative objects of various 
materials and forms. Thus was the French taste for 
interior decoration early in the 18th century: 
cleverly orchestrated eclecticism, or rather, harmony 
and dissimilarity bound together. In 1720, at the 
Hotel Conde in Paris, the sieurs Poirier ‘curicux’ and 
Hebert appraised the Chinese and Japanese porce
lains left by Marie Anne de Bourbon Conti, who 
had just died. They listed a number of cabarets 
(consisting of cups, saucers, teapots and sugar-bowls), 
'jattes d compartments’, wine-coolers, fruit and other 
dishes, salt-cellars and both polychrome and blue and 
white sugar-basins. All these pieces were kept among 
various ‘laques\ ‘vends’ and namely 'deux plateaux 
octogoncs de parcille grandeur peints aux Gobelins fa(on dc 
la Chine’.

For the appraisal of the collection kept by princess

Louis Franr;ois Gravant
The name of Louis Francois Gravant appears for the 
first time in the Chantilly parish archives on 29 
February 1734. He was from a prosperous family of 
grocers, and on 14 January 1737 he married Marie 
Henriette Mille, daughter of the joiner Jean Mille.29 
Like for Germ, there is no record of his presence at 
•the Chantilly factor^-. The registers and accounts of 
the factory appear to be lost, and with the exception 
of the parish registers, the local Chantilly archives for 
that period (court rulings, deeds and legal 
documents) were destroyed during the last wars. 
Also leaving Chantilly around 1740 to join the 
Vincennes undertaking, Louis Francois Gravant was 
gradually to take over, replacing the Dubois brothers 
and Gerin. He became one of the key figures of the 
future royal factory, later even calling himself 
‘Vinvcntcur de la porcelainc dc FranceL30 

In addition to the two Dubois, and possibly Gerin 
and Gravant, whom we have discussed, and who are 
already familiar to scholars, we should mention, 
among the very early staff* of the factor)', the turners 
Charles Albert (called Andrik), Michel Gabin, and 
Pierre Bicsse, the latter moving to Villeroy by 1743. 
Even a sculptor from Rouen, Louis Gougeon, came 
to give models, which were perhaps moulded by 
Jacques Poisson.3* As for the painter Nicolas 
Meusnicr, he seems to have actually shared his time 
between Villcroy and Chantilly.32 Unfortunately one 
cannot list all the self-effacing or shortly employed 
workmen, who left no trace in the documents. 
Finally, the existence of real dynasties must be
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Figure 4 ‘Pot A fours cn hauteur. Height: 18 cm. c. 17-10. 
Muscc Condc, Chantilly.

mortier /.../, 2 comparers tin Japan a fours dc coulenr el 
deux attires a bailments bleus /.../, tine lasse blanche dc 
porcclainc brittle doublee clgarnie d’or'. A teapot ‘cn lerre 
des hides', a saucer 'de lac range' and a Cormandel 
lacquer basin were alongside a small dragon of old 
porcelain. Inside a shagreen case ‘ / gobclet et sa 
sattcoupc de porcelaine peinte cn noir garnie d’or avee tine 
tnlipe a 3 consoles d’or gravee a jour was valued 300 
livres. Also itemised were a number of cups, both 
large and small, and a 'petit niontardicr de S' Cloud 
gamy de vermeil'.

The collections of the second duchcsse de 
Bourbon had quite a different feeling to them. 
Fifteen years had certainly gone by, and during that 
time taste had evolved. In fact the duchess appears 
above all to have enjoyed gathering together boxes 
and small cabinets made of precious wood or 
lacquer, which she then had fitted with porcelain 
from China, Japan, Saxony and France (St.-Cloud, 
Villcroy or Chantilly). She also owned an excep
tional collection of snuff-boxes of extraordinary 
shapes, and with highly naturalistic decoration. 
Worth mentioning among her finest porcelains were 
a pair of girandoles mounted on pagods and toads, a

Marie Anne at Chantilly, 'l’avis dc messieurs Poirier et 
Hebert' was also called for. Among the porcelains, 
they noted a cup and saucer mounted and encrusted 
in gold, another cup, from Japan, lined and mounted 
in gold, cabarets from China, or 'fa(on de la Chine', 
thirteen dishes of old Chinese porcelain with 
coloured dragon (800 livres), as well as a teapot 
similarly decorated. We should also mention six cups 
and a teapot of white porcelain 'en relief and two 
saucers 'd jottr, garnitures ('times', 'rouleaux' and 
'comets'), two tobacco jars 'cn porcclainc de coulcurs 
pcints cn Hollandc' and mounted in ormolu, candle
sticks, candclabras, pagods, a crayfish, and two green 
lions 'en chandelier.

On 25 July 1725 the furniture, jewels and porce
lains of the dowager princessc dc Bourbon Condc 
were shared in the presence of a lawyer, at her Hotel 
du Petit Luxembourg, 'non compris cettx cjui out etc 
vendus et ccttx qui out etc pris par letirs hcritiers'. All the 
same, the list is still quite significant: some two 
hundred pieces of porcelain, including '4 gobclcts cn
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small covered ccuclle 'couloir de rose, and a large 
tobacco jar of Japanese porcelain adorned with ‘mi 
ecurcuil dessus ledit Pot yarny d’argent'. One saucer was 
'batteau'-shaped, while two small pots were of ‘forme 
corbeil'. Lastly one should point out a beaker and its 
saucer *en jiorcclainc blanche piquee et gamie d’or which 
were valued together 300 livres.

Of lesser importance, the duchess’s group of 
Meissen porcelain (about thirty pieces) was estimated 
236 livres. That small collection relates however to 
that of her husband Louis Henry, as similar objects 
are found in both: mounted pagods and pieces 
decorated Y// miniature’, or with coloured or gold 
grounds. Finally, the Chantilly porcelains only added 
up to some fifteen pieces, mostly desirable because of 
their pecularity: a shagreen case contained a ewer 
and its basin, while two pagods seated on dragons 
were alongside two leopards (fig.1).

The careful study of the inventory of the chattels 
of Louis Henry dc Bourbon, also called Monsieur lc 
Due, dated 17 February 1740, is a real lesson in the 
history of art objects and curiosities in France, during 
that first half of the 18th century.'7 Yet the man 
himself had not been very popular in his lifetime. He 
was born at Versailles on 18 August 1692. ‘Prince du 
sang, Pair et Grand Maitrc dc France, chevalier dcs ordres 
du Roi ct gouvcntcur dc Bourgogne’, he was the son of 
Louis III de Bourbon and Louise Fran^oisc de 
Bourbon, daughter of Louis XIV and Madame dc 
Montcspan, and also great-grandson of the Grand 
Conde. Following the successive deaths of his grand
father Henri Jules in 1700, and of his father in 1710, 
Louis Henri took possession of Chantilly in the latter 
year. He was 18 years old and already full of eager
ness and passion for his estate, following the tradition 
of his ancestors.

On 19 July 1713, he married his cousin Marie 
Anne de Bourbon Conti, by whom he had no issue, 
and who died on 21 March 1720. Shortly afterwards 
he took as his official mistress the marquise de Pric, 
daughter of an army supplier. She was rich, pretty, 
intelligent, ambitious and a patron of arts and litera
ture. Then in 1728 he took as his second wife the 
princessc Caroline de Hesse Rhinfclds, who finally 
gave him a son, Louis Joseph, in 1736. Louis Henry 
de Bourbon was ugly, blind in one eye, and 
somewhat perched on top of his heron legs. Said to 
have been incapable of broad political thought, he 
proved nonetheless clever enough to grow consider
ably richer through speculation with the systeme dc 
Law. Upon the death of the Regent in December 
1723, he was appointed principal minister of state. 
Fully associated to the exercise of royal power, and 
present at all Council meetings, he was in charge of 
implementing the king’s orders and decisions. After 
two years in power he rapidly became unpopular.

Following Law’s bankruptcy and in order to restore 
state finances, Louis XV had asked him to enforce 
new and harsh fiscal measures, and his own views in 
foreign policy carried little weight. Louis XV got rid 
of him suddenly, exiled him to Chantilly on 11 June 
1726, and decided to govern thereafter alone, with 
only the discreet but powerful help of Bourbon’s 
great rival, Cardinal Flcury.

One year later the king pardoned his cousin, who 
came back to court but was never again to take any 
part in the exercise of power. He therefore set his 
mind entirely on his estate and turned it into one of 
the most famous residences in Europe. According to 
Saint-Simon he poured large sums of money into it, 
with wonderful results; such as a new chapel, the 
rebuilding of the main front of the chateau, the 
restoration of the king’s and queen’s apartments 
(decorated with the finest tapestries from the 
celebrated family collections), the rcdecoration of the 
Petit Chateau, fitted with white panelling in the 
purest Regencc style, a hospital for the poor, and 
above all the very famous stables built by the archi
tect Jean Aubcrt. The Due dc Bourbon was also very 
keen on his park, gardens, fountains, orangery and 
menagerie. He was ostentatious and enjoyed festivi
ties as well as the pleasures of hunting. Louis XV 
quickly took to coming to Chantilly, both to stay 
and to hunt, and his visits were the occasion of 
celebrations and entertainments in the great tradition 
of Louis XIV at Versailles.

In addition the due de Bourbon had a keen taste 
for works of art and curiosities. He not only 
collected them in great variety and with originality, 
but he was also anxious to have them made and 
copied on his own estate. To that effect he 
surrounded himself with artists and craftsmen, and 
founded workshops and manufactories. Inside the 
chateau itself painted-cloth workrooms were set up 
under the control of Jean Antoine Fraissc,38 and one 
Francois de la Porte was in charge of a workshop 
making ‘vends fa(on laque' in the Oriental taste.3'' In 
the nearby town of Chantilly, he allowed in 1730 
the ceramist Cicaire Cirou to start a porcelain 
factor)', the existence and success of which were 
confirmed by a royal privilege in 1735.

The duke collected the porcelain produced by that 
factor)-. Under 100 pieces came to confront and be 
mingled with, not only the smaller number of 
Meissen porcelains, but also thousands of Far-Eastern 
porcelains, as well as ‘terres’, ‘papiers’, 'hois', ‘cartons', 
'jones' and 'cmau.x (all called 'dcs hides'), further 
objects of 'vends', lacquer, gilt pasteboard and lead, 
copper, gilt wood, and finally statues, bronzes, 
marbles, and ivories. The 50 or so Meissen pieces are 
of interest both for their shapes and their decoration. 
They also betray the personal and fashion-conscious
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taste of their owner: leaf-shaped saucers, bowls with 
branch-like handles, plates with red dragons, 
ccucllc with gold ground and chinamen painted ‘cm 
migniature\ another with green ground and ‘cartouche 
print cm migniaturc', a beaker or cup with yellow 
ground likewise decorated, two cups and saucers 
*griscs dc Un d deux citrons cm cartouche' and one *cabaret 
dc lac du Japan avec 6 tasses, 6 soucinipes dc porcelaine dc 
Saxe godronc et 1 thcicre de porcelainc dc Saxe cm forme 
dc singe'.

As for the Chantilly collection, comprising about 
eighty pieces valued 900 limes by Hebert, its diversity 
suggests the duke’s deep inclination for the unusual 
and baroque. Certainly chosen by him personally - 
payments from him were made to Cirou in the years 
1737, 1738 and 1739 - it reveals rare but fascinating 
aspects of the factory’s production at a fairly precise 
date, between about 1735 and 1740, and perhaps 
even before. Quite exceptional at that time, it also 
shows that the due dc Bourbon actually collected 
porcelains from the factory he protected, which was 
not the case of either the Orleans or Villeroy 
families. It includes some twenty different kinds of 
objects, whether for the dressing-table, the dining- 
or tea-table, or interior decoration. In addition, a 
few snuff-boxes and cane-handles should also be 
mentioned. Such a classification is somewhat 
arbitrary since these were primarily decorative and 
collector’s pieces, not meant for regular use.

Intended for the dressing-room were: two ewers - 
one mounted in silver-gilt and the other with a 
matching basin (fig.2) — a chamber-pot and a 
spittoon. Two pot-pourri vases in the white rested 
'stir une terrassc a tronc d’arbre’, and a third one, also 
white, was ‘cm forme dc bcrccau avec une pagode dessous' 
(36 livres). Concerning tableware, the more common 
pieces were present including: two ‘pots a ceil’ (sic), 
three ecuelles with cover and stand, four bottles, four 
bowls, two ‘mortiers’ and a ‘grande soucoupe longue 
forme de bateau avec trois petits pots dessus'. A special 
mention must be made of the various tea cabarets. 
The due de Bourbon had a particular fondness for 
them and owned nearly thirty lacquer trays with gilt 
reliefs, garnished with cither Chinese or Japanese 
porcelain. The same principle was followed using 
European wares. Sets comprising cups and saucers, a 
teapot and a sugar-bowl, of Chantilly (fig.3) or 
Meissen porcelain, sat on similar Japanese lacquer 
trays, two being curiously described as of ‘nacre 
rouge', also from Japan. Among the decorative 
objects, two flower-pots were ‘cm hauteur' (fig.4) and 
two vases, also for flowers, were pierced.

A number of these pieces were cither ‘a gaudron' 
(bowls, teapots, cups and saucers) or ‘a costc' (vases 
and cups). Two ecucllcs of white porcelain were 
‘travaillces en forme de feuillc', and two white ‘pot d ceil'

an

Figure 5 Vase called ‘Unic a cote'. Height: 27.9 cm. c. 1740. 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

(sic) were adorned with branches. Finally, a large 
cabaret tray of old Japanese lacquer was furnished 
notably with a teapot ‘m fleurs de porcclaiue blanche'. In 
addition to the above white pieces, very few objects 
had their painted decoration actually described, an all 
too rare occurrence:

*[...] Item, deux moyennes times de Porcclaine de 
Chantilly a Cote print en Pagodes prise soixante 
livres. (fig.5)
[...] Item, unc petite jatte avec quatre tasses et quatre 
soucoupcs de porcelaine de Chantilly avec des fairs dc 
couleur pcintes dcssus prise ensemble vingt livres.'

Does all this quite limited and yet fairly precise 
information allow us to analyse the various aspects of 
Chantilly production before 1740? Although we can 
only regret the absence of details, and especially the 
minimal description of most painted decorations, the 
objects that can be dated stylistically to that period 
and which have survived - luckily Chantilly porce
lain was produced in series — allow us to visualize the 
detailing of the shapes and the decorative themes 
described in this inventory. Firstly, one should stress 
the variety of models (nearly 20) and there were 
certainly more, as the duke’s own choice cannot 
have covered the entire production. This diversity 
shows that the new venture had overcome many

'
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difficulties on the technical side, and had succeeded 
in developing soft-paste that was both workable and 
solid, in other words fit to reproduce most fashion
able shapes, inspired by silver, glass, lacquer, and of 
course, Oriental porcelain.

The influence of the St.-Cloud factory must not 
be disregarded cither. Cicairc Cirou had been 
trained there, had worked for Henri II Trou, and 
must naturally have found there sources of inspira
tion, both technically and aesthetically. In the same 
way, some of his objects, such as the ‘pots a flairs ai 
hauteur or the boat-shaped saucers, seem to be the 
forerunners of those that will be seen a few years 
later at the Vincennes factory. Concerning the three 
types of ‘decoration’ so briefly mentioned in that 
same inventory (pieces in the white, with ornaments 
in relief, and with painted decoration), three broad 
principles can be outlined. The whiteness of the 
porcelain proved the technical and aesthetic success 
of body and glaze, while the relief ornaments 
demonstrated both a concern for design, and definite 
artistic ability. As for the painted decoration -

limited in the inventory to two groups: flowers and 
pagods - it undoubtedly borrowed from the 
ornamental and iconographic themes of the 
cherished Far-East.

This inventory was drawn up by Thomas Joachim 
Hebert, the famous dealer and jeweller, who lived 
on the rue Saint Honore in Paris. He played an 
important role in the evolution of taste and the art 
trade. He knew the value of things, and could trans
form a simple object into a collector’s piece by the 
addition of precious metal mounts, sometimes giving 
a different purpose to these objects. We may well 
deplore his discretion relating to the decoration of 
the porcelains in the duke’s collection, but was it 
really relevant for an expert doing a post-mortem 
inventory?

An inventory of the factory in 1754 
In 1751 C. Cirou decided to part with his porcelain 
factory. The buyers he found were Jean Baptiste 
Suzanne Buquet dc Montvallier, who had interests 
in the king’s financial affairs, and Etienne Roussiere. 
He conveyed the royal privilege to them, sold them 
all the secrets for the compounding 'de la pate, de sa 
converte ct vends et ses differentes coulcurs de peinture’,

Figure 6 Pot-pourri vase. Height: 14 cm. Ormolo mount with 
crowned ‘C’ mark. c. 1745-49. Private collection.
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Figure 7 Pair of coolers. Height: 15 cm. c.1745. 
Musce Condc, Chantilly.

with flower)' painted-cloth, and the windows 
dressed with flowery curtains, but it contained only 
‘porcclaincs des hides' and faience for everyday use. 
The appraisers were then 1 [...] conduits d la portc d’tinc 
grille ctant dans le pare de Monsieur le prince dc Condc on 
nous sonunes dcscendus dans an nioulin [...[. There 
follows an accurate description of the place: a mill 
with five wheels of different sizes, sacks and buckets 
full of materials, and barrels full of Fecamp earth. In 
the apartment of the director, Charles Joseph Le 
Boutclier du Bordage, were kept five registers 
concerning the factory (including one on the 
workers), as well as a terracotta bust of Buquct de 
Montvallicr. The opposite apartment was occupied 
by the sieur Cicaire Cirou, who was undoubtedly still 
ensuring the smooth running of the undertaking (he 
was only 54 years old).

Numerous workshops were dedicated to: the 
moulders (25 figure models of red earth, and plaster 
moulds for plates), the turners, and the painters (40 
decorated porcelains, together with drawings and the 
men’s tools). Buquct de Montvallier had kept two 
laboratories for himself. Inside the first were found a 
few ‘porcelaine des hides' models (including one urn), 
and 71 misccllencous pieces of Chantilly porcelain; 
within various drawers or cases, ready materials; and 
a wide range of drugs: red lead, tin, gum-arabic, 
alum, and aquafortis. Inside the second laboratory, 
there were: a kiln made of bricks, a large furnace for 
‘tene a chiiuie', a muffle kiln on its stand, and as many 
as 173 round and triangular crucibles. The clay for 
the saggars was kept in an open shed. In a loft were

and gave ‘par ccrit tons lesd. secrets'. He also sold them 
the wares in stock, raw materials, drugs and tools, as 
well as — subject to Louis Joseph dc Bourbon’s ‘bon 
plaisir — the free tenure ‘dc la inaison, dcs bailments, 
terrain et du moiilin destines a lad. manufacture a 
Chantilly quefeu S.A.S. Monscigncur le due dc Bourbon 
a bicn uoulu leur1" accordcr ucrbalemcn pour lusage dcladittc 
manufacture'. Moreover Cicaire Cirou undertook to 
teach the new owners the various manufacturing 
techniques and ‘d rester et trauaillcr dans laditte manufac
ture' in order to inform them on all practices. The 
transaction amounted to 50,000 liures, of which 
30,000 liures were paid in cash.41

The Roussiere and Buquet de Montvallier 
partnership lasted only two years, the latter assuming 
sole ownership in 1754.42 His wife, Angelique de la 
Combe, died in Paris on 24 June of the same year. A 
post-mortem inventory was drawn up the next day, 
both in Paris and at Chantilly.43 In the Buquct de 
Montvallicrs’ Paris house, where Chinese taste 
prevailed, Chantilly porcelains was displayed on the 
mantelpieces, on a giltwood console-table, on a 
Brazilian rosewood chest-of-drawers... Nearly a 
hundred such pieces were listed, without any detail 
of their decoration. They included cups and saucers, 
two of which ‘c/j gondolc’, sugar-bowls, ewers 
(sometimes mounted) and their basins, ecuellcs and 
their stands, and other wares.

The walls of the Chantilly house were covered
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various kinds of biscuit porcelain flowers, a ‘chambrc d 
four and several 'attellers an dessus ou out travaillc les 
masons et les cluupcn tiers' (reminding us of Gcrin).

The shop was on the ground-floor. Inside two 
large cupboards, and lcn evidence’, nearly 2,000 pieces 
of porcelain from the factory were exhibited and 
stored. In view of the conditions of inheritance, 
these porcelains were not valued but only recorded 
in the inventory .The dealers Hebert or Duvaux were 
therefore not called in, and only limited information 
was kept. Yet we can still discern new and concrete 
details on the factory’s production at that time, and 
draw a comparison with both the due de Bourbon’s 
collection in 1740, and his second wife’s the 
following year.

Forty-three types of objects arc listed, over half of 
them for table use. However quite a few arc not, for 
example: 75 snuff-boxes, two painted cane-handles, 
a holy-water basin and a candlestick (both rejects),

and 150 white flowers. We should also mention: 
three bedroom candlesticks, four spittoons, 62 
painted chamber-pots, eleven ewers (four of which 
multi-sided, and painted), 62 pomade pots, 66 'pots a 
pate', and five painted tobacco-jars. The more 
exceptional pieces include four painted urns, one 
painted dial, one reject watch-stand, four ‘hottiers’, 
nine small white figures for dessert, and a bust of the 
king.

Approximately half of the near 2,000 pieces consist 
of cups and saucers. The 43 types of objects (over 
double the number in the duke’s inventory) also 
include a number of new shapes for table use: 
butter-dish (or jatte d bcurre'), egg-cup, shell-shaped 
dish, mustard-pot, serving dish, stand, ‘pot a jus', 
sauceboat and salt-cellar. Among the ‘pots a sucre',
‘boites d sucre' and *sucriers' (the latter sometimes with 
a stand), each must have had a different shape, 
according to its use and purpose. Finally, the 52 
coolers for bottle, half-bottle or single glass were 
either turned or moulded, the latter being in a 
majority (fig.7).

Some early shapes appear to have been abandoned, 
such as bottles, ‘niortiers’ and flower pots. However 
great care should be taken since this inventory is not 
a comprehensive description of the factory’s regular 
and overall production, but only a picture of the 
situation on a particular date. Apart from 14 white 
pot-pourri vases, eleven of which len forme d’ume 
garnie cn fleurs naturellcs' (fig. 6) and three with pagods, 
the most exceptional pieces must be the ‘cadran 
peint', the watch-stand ‘absolument de rebut', and the 
bust of Louis XV (fig. 8).

Once again it must be regretted, when reading this 
otherwise very thorough inventory, that its author 
did not deem it necessary to go into detail 
concerning the painted decoration, the only 
remaining differentiation being between white and 
painted porcelains. Was leaving the porcelain white 
still considered in 1754 to be a decorative scheme?

Such infatuation with Chantilly porcelain was not 
the privilege of the Bourbon Conde family. Other 
collections were formed in the middle of die 18th 
century, before Sevres asssumed the leadership. In 
France, the Court and a few private individuals took 
a real interest. For example, the comte d’Egmont, 
due de Pignatelli, kept over one hundred pieces with 
Oriental decoration in his Paris house.44 In England, 
Charles, second duke of Richmond and due 
d’Aubigne, a friend of Louis Henry de Bourbon - he 
stayed at Chantilly in 1735 - was also collecting. 
This attraction for Chantilly was justified by the taste 
of art lovers who found in that production the range 
of Far-Eastern iconographic designs they so 
favoured. Meissen porcelain was still expensive, and 
scarce except for the most elaborate and rare

Figure S Bust of Louis XV. Height: 31.8 cm Incised ‘1745’ and 
adorsed Cs. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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collector’s pieces. Chinese and Japanese porcelain 
were as prevailing as ever.

Then, taste changed and swung back to Western 
aesthetic considerations. Between 1758 and the end 
of the century, the factory went through four 
different owners, Buquct de Montvallier having sold 
it on 19 July 175S.45 The privilege had expired a year 
before and the seven-year’s war was beginning.

In 1752 the sculptor Louis Fournier had been 
hired, having previoulsy supplied models to both the 
Vincennes and Pont-aux-Choux factories (lie must 
have known Gerin)/6 He was later to found a porce
lain factor)' in Denmark. This artist certainly played a 
creative role in the factory’s stylistic evolution, and 
we may even owe him the rococo taste which at 
Chantilly so happily replaced the earlier Oriental 
style.
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